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Abstract
Synovial fluid provides essential boundary lubrication for diarthrodial joints including the
hips, knee, and many other joints in humans. While the structure, molecular components,
and properties of synovial fluid are relatively well understood, several theories exist for the
mechanism of lubrication. Multilamellar phospholipid structures are believed to be an essential part of the lubricating mechanism, yet the study of the mechanical properties has received
little attention from the scientific community. Here we investigate the elastic response of multilamellar phospholipid structures under anisotropic compression using coarse grain molecular
dynamics. Various hydration levels are considered in order to develop a relationship between
hydration and rupture pressure. This is then used to describe membrane elasticity in terms of
hydration. Two regimes of elasticiy are found. Additionally some variation is found between
current LAMMPS simulations and previous studies conducted in Gromacs.
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Introduction
Human joints are typically classified into three
types: synovial or diarthrodial joints, amphriarthroses, and synarthroses. Synovial fluid is
found only in the first of these joints. However,
synovial joints represent many of the major load
bearing joints for humans and other mammals
including the hips, knees, inter finger joints, and
many others. Various joint geometries include
ball and socket, hinge, saddle and plane joints
are also lubricated by synovial fluid.[1]
Articular joints generally consist of a synovium, ligaments, tendons, and joint nerves. Certain joints will also include bursae and menisci.
The synovium is the thin membrane lining the
joint cavity. The synovium separates the joint
capsule and internal fluid filled cavity. The tendons, ligaments, nerves, bursae and menisci all
aide in the proper function or motion of the joint.
Various configurations of these components are
capable of providing biomechanical support for a
lifetime. Through a human lifespan this system
is able to maintain proper lubrication without
any means of lateral pressure other than viscous
forces. Yet the joint system is capable of resisting anisotropic compression for sustained periods of time all while maintaining an extremely
low coefficient of friction. The combination of
these properties is well beyond the capabilities
of modern mechanical joints in terms of durability, longevity, flexibility, and strength. [1]
As these joints represent such important parts
of our body, the understanding and prevention of
damage to these joints is crucial. Osteoarthritis
(OA) or degenerative joint is one of the more
prevalent joint problems. OA affects 3.6% of
the global population. As osteoarthritis is recognized as damage to the articular cartilage within
a joint, treatment and prevention can be aided
through further understanding of the lubrication
methods within a joint. Both natural and synthetic solutions to joint diseases must fit into the
overall scheme of lubrication.
Corrective medical benefits from further understanding of synovial fluid are not limited to

Figure 1: Diagram of knee joint.[2]
treatment and prevention of osteoarthritis. The
development and characteristics of prostheses can
also be aided through further understanding of
the mechanism of lubrication. Wear remains an
important concern for most prostheses and medical implants; however, in vivo wear is somewhat
variable. Some implants will wear quickly while
others show considerable improvement relative to
in vitro testing.[3] Further characterization requires greater understanding than just the lubricant properties. The actual mechanism of lubrication must be studied in order to recognize
which situations will maintain natural lubrication and which will require synthetic alternatives.
As the life expectancy of humans continues to
increase, these technologies will become increasingly important.
Beyond medical implications, synovial fluid
provides an amazing target for biomimcry. Most
fluid lubrication is accomplished through three
different methods: hydrostatic, hydrodynamic,
or boundary lubrication. In hydrostatic lubrication, the surface interaction is separated by a
fluid film. The presence of this film is maintained
through pressurization. Hydrodynamic lubrication achieves reduced friction through the distribution of a viscous fluid via movement of the
parts. The limitation of this mode arise from the
fluid drain that occurs when the part is stopped.
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Wear of the parts will occur whenever the movement is restarted. Boundary lubrication is generally accomplished through coating materials. A
thin layer is applied to each surface in order to
change the dynamics of the solid-solid interaction. Each of these lubrication schemes has its
benefits and downfalls.

Synovial Fluid
Synovial fluid is a non-Newtonian clear or pale
yellow fluid contained in small quantities in all diarthredral joints. Synovial fluid is similar in components to blood plasma but does not contain
clotting factors or haemoglobin[4]. Total protein content is less that blood at approximately
20mg/mL (2%). Constituents are either derived
from blood, secreted from the synovial membrane,
or derived from catabolism of the joint. Small
molecules such as ions and non-electrolytes diffuse into synovial fluid through capillary permeability. Thus they are found in relative equilibrium between blood and synovial fluid. One exception to this diffusion is glucose, which may
be actively pumped into synovial fluid.[5] Due to
the larger sizes of proteins, no equilibration occurs. Approximately 63 cells/mm3 are contained
in synovial fluid.[6]
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is one of the primary
constituent secreted from the synovial membrane.
HA is a high molecular weight glycosaminoglycan (GAG) has been attributed with the high
viscosity of synovial fluid as well as many of the
lubricating properties.[7][8] Hyaluronic acid has
been shown to independently reduce friction relative to a simple saline solution; however, it does
not reduce the coefficient of kinetic friction to the
level of healthy synovial fluid.[9] Mild digestion
by the catalyst hyaluronidase reduces the viscosity of synovial fluid yet does not significantly affect the coefficient of friction.[10] Additionally,
isolating the hyaluronate-free fraction shows that
the lubricating component of synovial fluid is in
the protein fraction rather than the hyaluronate
fraction.[10] Hyaluronic acid is also an excellent
lubricant under low load conditions, but provides
3

no lubrication under higher loading.[11] Approximately 2mg/mL of HA is contained in the human
knee.[12]
Proteins founds in synovial fluid are generally
filtered across the synovial membrane. Of the
proteins in synovial fluid, albumin is found in
the largest quantity.[13] Another large percentage of proteins are either bound or loosely associated with hyaluronic acid.[14] Approximately
0.5% of the protein is the lubricating glycoprotein lubricin or Proteoglycan-4 (PRG-4).[15] Lubricin deficiency in mice and humans resulted in
higher levels of friction in joints.[4] This protein
may act as a carrier for phospholipids[16] or aide
construction of supramolecular structures[4].
Synovial fluid aids in nutrition, protection and
lubrication of the articular surfaces in diarthredral joints. Articular cartilage is avascular and
thus requires diffusion of nutrients from synovial
fluid.[17] Nutrient transport and waste export
may be aided by cyclic loading of joint acting
as a pump.[18] This effect is believed to be especially important for larger molecular weight
solutes. Synovial fluid plays an important role
for the lubrication of cartilage surfaces and soft
tissue. The hyaluronic acid component is considered essential for soft tissue lubrication.[19] However, loading on soft tissues is significantly less
than gate pressure of approximately 1.3MPa[20]
where HA is less effective as a lubricant. Additionally, supramolecular structures bounding the
synovial fluid may provide barriers to protect collagen fibers in articular cartilage from coagulation protein in the fluid.
Lipids constitute 2mg/mL(0.2%) of the wet
weight of synovial fluid. Of this percentage, approximately 32.5% of the constituent lipids are
phospholipids. Phospholipids may play an essential role in boundary lubrication of diarthrodial joints.[21][11] Some of the identified phospholipids in synovial fluid include sphingomyelin,
dipalmitoyl phosphotidylcholine(DPPC) and dioleoyl phosphotidylethanolamine (DOPE).[4] Various phosphotidylcholine lipids have been found
to be the major component (45%). DPPC composes approximately 14.8% of the total constituent

phospholipids.[4][22] Additionally, phospholipids or hyaluronic acid.[12] Total joint replacement is
have been found to change concentration during the last resort for treatment of OA patients.
fracture and disease.
Due to the limited treatment options and incomplete understanding of the disease, further
advances in the tribology of synovial fluid may
suggest alternative treatments, diagnosis, and prevention methods.

Articular Joint Lubrication

Figure 2: Molecular arrangements for several different phosphocholines.[23]

Osteoarthritis
Osteoarthritis or degenerative joint disease is characterized by degradation of the articular cartilage. However, osteoarthritis also effects subchondral bone, ligaments and muscles, joint capsule, and the synovial membrane.[24] This damage causes bony growths and irritates soft tissue. In turn this causes inflammation and cytokine production that increases cartilage damage. Full osteoarthritis is characterized by full
loss of thickness. Early onset is divided into four
grades.[25] OA affects 250 million people globally
or 3.6% of the population. Synovial fluid is seen
to act more newtonian in diseased joints.[26]
Current osteoarthritis cure and treatment is
relatively limited. Certain treatments are available for pain reduction, but have little to no effect
on retardation of the disease or regeneration of
healthy cartilage.[27] These treatments typically
include lifestyle changes, such as weight loss, or
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS).
Other non-surgical treatments include injections
of glycosaminoglycans such as chondroitin sulfate
4

Healthy articular joints are an impressive biological mechanism that preserve effortless and painless movement over a lifetime while experiencing
high stresses and impacts. As synovial joints exhibit low metabolic turnover [28][29][30], lubrication rather than regeneration is essential for
this longevity. Of the fundamental mechanisms
of lubrication, fluid film and boundary are believed to be the most important for joint health.
This lubrication is dependent on the loading and
kinematics of the joint, properties of the articular cartilage, and chemical and rheological properties of synovial fluid.[31] The interaction between cartilage and synovial fluid is one of the
most important of these properties.
Joint lubrication can be modelled as a plane
bearing with two parallel surfaces. The limits of
synthetic boundary lubrication for this model are
a coefficient of kinetic friction (COF) of approximately µ = 0.04 for Teflon.[3][16] In contrast,
under constant loading synovial fluid is still able
to maintain a COF in the range of µ = 0.005.[3]
The unique ability to maintain this low level of
friction under continual pressure of up to 1.3MPa
has not been match in synthetic systems.
Proper lubrication minimizes two parameters:
the wear of the system and the friction. Different types of lubrication are characterized by
the distance between surfaces and the substance
providing lubrication. Fluid lubrication can be
divided into boundary lubrication, in which the
surfaces occasionally contact, and hydrodynamic
or hydrostatic lubrication, in which a film of pressurized fluid separates the surfaces. Hydrodynamic and hydrostatic are divided based on the
movement of the surfaces. Typical engineering

lubrication utilized hydrodynamic lubrication as
lower wear and friction can be achieved. Thus
a machine experiences the highest levels of wear
during the initial start-up or restart as the velocity has not achieved a magnitude large enough to
transition from boundary to hydrodynamic lubrication. Additional substances are added to
achieve low friction in the boundary and hydrodynamic regimes.
Hydrodynamic lubricating films generally are
between 1 − 25µm.[32] Continual motion of the
bearing surfaces is required in order to maintain the film thickness. When the surfaces are
fully separated, hydrodynamic lubrication generally achieves the lowest levels of friction and
wear. A subcategory, elastohydrodynamic lubrication, is characterized by high pressure (1GPa)
and solid surfaces that deform elastically. Behavior under these conditions differs from bulk properties. Hydrostatic lubrication is another fluid
film lubrication. The film is typically contained
via externally provided pressure. Hydrostatic lubrication is most common for low speed, high
load application.

Figure 3: Stribeck diagram. Typical range of
operation for mammalian joints shown in cyan.
When the surface separation is lower than
this boundary lubrication is predominant. Boundary lubrication is dependent on the adsorption of
chemicals into the surfaces rather than the bulk
properties of the fluid. This lubrication can operate through several mechanisms such as a sacrificial layer, shear resistant layer, low shear interlayer, friction modifying layer, or load bearing glasses.[33] Solid lubricants such as graphite
5

and molybdenum disulfide[34] are common due
to the laminate structure that shears easily. Synthetic surfactants that adhere to the bearing surfaces also provide effective boundary lubrication.
However, many are extremely toxic.[35]
Lubrication within articular joints consists of
several of the fundamental mechanisms. Taking
the knee as an example, five different regimes
of lubrication can be considered. During prolonged stance, boosted lubrication is prevalent.
In the heel strike phase of a normal gate cycle,
lubrication occurs via squeezed film. The weight
transfer phase is then characterized by elastohydrodyanmic lubrication. The toe off is a combination of boundary, weeping, and elastohydrodynamic lubrication. Finally, the swing is hydrodynamic lubrication.[36] Weeping lubrication
is characterized by the extruding of synovial fluid
from the cartilage surface during loading. This
form of hydrostatic lubrication is significant in
joints.[10] Squeezed film operates on the principle that pressure in joints pushes the fluid film
out of contact areas. This creates a pressure gradient which can maintain the fluid film. Boosted
lubrication is theorized based on the pores in the
articular cartilage which contain synovial fluid.
This creates a holey network of fluid film regions separated by regions of boundary lubrication. During the swing, the structure and porosity of the cartilage creates large drag forces that
form a pressure gradient. This pressure gradient
helps to temporarily maintain a fluid film for hydrodynamic lubrication.[37][4] Under these conditions, fluid film is the predominant mechanism
for lubrication.[4]
Due to the ability of fluid films to achieve
appropriate friction levels (Figure 3), research
has concentrated on isolating components that
may act as boundary lubricants. Analysis of the
fluid secreted from cartilage show a composition
of mostly water and electrolytes.[38] Therefore
the boundary lubrication factor is contained in
synovial fluid.
Examination of synovial fluid via microfiltration and enzymatic digestion implicates hyaluronic
acid as a critical component of the lubricating

mechanism.[39] HA determines the viscosity of
synovial fluid, but has limited lubricating ability
at high loads. Isolation of components through
enzymatic digestion indicated that the protein
fraction was also essential for lubrication.[10] Isolation of the hyaluronic acid fraction showed little
reduction in friction. Further evaluation lead to
the isolation of a glycoprotein termed lubricating
glycoprotein (LGP) or “lubricin”.[15] The low
percentage of the molecular weight attributable
to proteins indicates that the essential role may
be as a carrier or anchor instead of active lubricant. Digestion by phospholipase has been shown
to remove[40] or preserve lubricating ability[41].
The role of lipids in boundary lubrication of
joints was first identified by Little et al.[42] Rinsing articular cartilage with fat solvents or lipases
caused significant increases in friction. Hills has
been a major supporter of lipid as a critical component of joint boundary lubrication.[43] Recent
studies have also identified a layer of lipids coating the surface of articular cartilage.[44] It is suggested that destruction of this layer leads to OA
onset.
Further study of lubricin through thin-layer
chromatography and phosphorous determination
demonstrated that 12% previously unidentified
is actually phospholipids.[16] Thus the ability of
lubricin to coat surfaces in boundary layer lubrication may instead be a property of lipids as a
similar percentage of lubricin adheres to cartilage
surfaces. This result along with the examination
of surface active agents on cartilage[45] has lead
to the belief that lipids are the active boundary lubricant in synovial fluid. These lipids are
further labelled as surface active phospholipids
(SAPL).

with a boundary lubricant. Surface chemistry
is characterized by the non-homogeneous regime
of material around the interface. This manifests
as in interfacial energy such as surface tension
at a water gas boundary. Surfactants or surface
active agents modify this surface energy. Surfactant location at an air-liquid interface is characterized by reduced surface energy.[46] For solids,
surfactants must actively bind with the solid interface. This binding can drastically alter the
properties of the solid.[43]
Interfacial energy is significantly altered by
amphipathic substances. With both a hydrophillic
(water loving) and hydrophobic (water hating)
region, amphipathic molecules naturally aggregate on water and hydrophobic surface boundaries. Synthetic surfactants will often form multiple layers or multilamellar structures[47][48] and
can be effective boundary lubricants when the
structure is preserved.
Surfactants are seen in many different industries. Detergents and emulsifiers are some of
the most common; however, additional applications include corrosion inhibition, water repellency, permeability modification, viscosity modification, biological defense, and release.[49] Effective boundary lubrication by surfactants is characterized by chemiadsorption to the surface, adsorption quantity to form monolayer, monolayer
cohesion, and availability of replacement.
Studies of biological surfactants are commonly
focused on the lung. Several different experiments suggest the existence of biological surfactants and their importance.[50] The primary pulmonary surfactant has been identified as dipamitoyl phosphocholine (DPPC).[51] Hills significantly
expanded consideration of surfactants for their
role in pleurae, gas and solute exchange, and lubrication of surfaces.[11][20] Highly surface active lipids are limited to sphingolipids and phosphoglycerides. Due to the negatively charged
nature of many surfaces, biological surfactants
are easily adsorbed. For phosphocholines, the
positively charged quaternary ammonium serves
as the cation for adsorption. Cohesion occurs
naturally in phospholipids, but is reinforced by

Boundary Lubrication
Boundary lubrication is very different from hydrodynamic lubrication. The quality of lubrication is independent of the fluid film properties,
such as viscosity, and is independent of the surface shape. Instead surface chemistry is essential
for determining the friction and wear associated
6

the addition of other cations. Adding calcium
or sodium cations interspersed among phosphocholines pulls together the phosphate group to
build a stronger mesh. The fatty acids bonded
to the head group also show similar properties,
such as chain length (C16 and C18 ), as effective
synthetic lipid lubricants.
SAPL is an effective lubricant in certain experimental setups [11][19] yielding friction reductions of up to 70%. Glass on glass explant were
used either at atmospheric or under significant
pressure. Yet, alternative results suggest SAPL
causes no reduction in friction independently or
relative to a HA and lubricin solution in others.[9]
Most studies supporting SAPL lubrication indicate that SAPL absorption into the cartilage
may partially be responsible for the boundary
lubrication.[7] Phospholipids have been found to
act as effective lubricants for pleural surfaces.[52]
Visible evidence has also been provided of oligolamellar phospholipid structures present at the
articular cartilage interface.[20][53][54][55] Additionally, SAPL has been found to aggregate onto
some artificial joints in a similar fashion.[56] It is
suggested that the lamella may act as sacrificial
layers in a similar manner to solid lubricants.[20]
In addition to the lubrication, the absorption of
SAPL at the cartilage surface helps to protect the
collagen fibers from the thrombin protein present
in synovial fluid.

chain flexibility was seen to increase in the presence of DPPC.[57] This behavior is interpreted as
competition for the hydrophobic sites of hyaluronic
acid by the DPPC molecules. The competition
leads to decreases HA interchain interactions and
therefore increases chain flexibility.[7] Further advances are seen via in vitro studies of HA and
DPPC interactions through negative staining and
rotary shadowing electron microscopy. HA and
DPPC were seen to form stable supermolecular
complexes.[7] In different experiments this structure was found to be either large, holey interconnected membranes connected with HA strands[58]
or cylindrical 12nm “rollers” or a complex holey interconnected membranes.[7] The existence
of cylindrical rollers is supportive of claims that
the surfactants aggregate into lamellar lubricating structures.[7] The hyaluronic acid-phospholipid
cylinders also displayed sensitivity to the molecular weight of the HA. In cases of low molecular weight HA, the interactions were considerably
less efficient at developing rollers or membranelike sheets. As hyaluronic acid generally degrades
in joint inflammation and osteoarthritis, this dependency on the molecular weight of hyaluronic
acid may indicate that the existence of the rollers
or membrane-like sheets are crucial for healthy
joint operation.[7]
The presence of multilamellar linings and roller
structures in synovial fluid suggests a fluid ball
bearing as a potential lubricating mechanism. Due
to the cohesion of the structures, both oligolammellar cartilage lining as well as phospholipid micelles containing larger and high molecular weight
molecules could play important roles in the lubrication of synovial joints. This role is further
investigated.

Figure 4: Multilamellar structures on abdomen
Joint Lubrication Testing
wall (left) and pleural surfaces (right).[20]
Lubrication of joints is tested in several methods.
Interactions between hyaluronic acid and phos- These generally are comprised of ‘arthrotripsomepholipids also shows interesting results regarding ters’ which are in vivo testing using reciprocating
lubrication. This interaction is characterized by motion or pendulums. The Stanton pendulum
the creation of supermolecular structures within measures energy loss per cycle and can be used to
synovial fluid. Via spectroscopy, hyaluronic acid characterize lubrication type. Boundary lubrica7

tion maintains a equal drop while hydrodynamic
lubrication the loss declines with amplitude of
the pendulum. Various studies can be conducted
using Stanton pendulums by eliminating certain
parts of the studied joint.
The second common method for testing lubrication is using explants and rubbing surfaces
against each other. Common surfaces include
cartilage and glass. By evaluating lubrication
outside of the biological system, individual components may be studied either through removal
from more complex solutions, attempted isolation, or synthetic construction. This also provides additional benefits through simplification
of the system avoiding the ploughing effects experienced during pendulum swings. Various tribometer configurations are utilized such as pinon-flat, pin-on-disc, annulus-on-flat, and disc-onplate.[59]
Tribological testing of synovial fluid is limited due to the small quantity of synovial fluid
in joints and the high possibility for contamination. Bovine and equine synovial fluid are most
commonly studied. Ex vivo synthetic build-up of
synovial fluid has also proven difficult.[60]

Among the many benefits of computation studies is the ability to isolate certain components
and develop continuum level models for their behavior. These models can provide additional insight while also suggesting areas for future experiments without the confounding variables present.
Molecular dynamics solves Newton’s laws for
a n-body problem and iterates forward in time
in order to characterize larger behaviors in terms
of atoms or molecules. Each molecule or bead is
assigned certain parameters in order to associate
behaviors in simulation with real world interaction. The most simple of these models is the
Lennard-Jones (LJ) bead which interacts with
other non-bonded molecular beads based on two
parameters (, σ) and the energy potential equation

 
σ 12  σ 6
−
r < rc
(1)
ELJ = 4
r
r
where r is the radius and rc is the cuttoff radius.
The first term accounts for short range interactions such as electron overlap and the second
accounds tor attractive van der Waals and dispersion forces. These parameters are evaluated
through experimental results, theoretical evaluation, or fitting of other parameters. Addition
interactions occur via bonds, angles, dihedrals,
dipoles, and electric potentials. Bonds and angles in simple models rely on Hookean linear and
torsional springs.
Various methods within solvers are used to
reduce the computational load of molecular dynamics.

Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) provides an opportunity to examine properties on an entirely different level than experimental testing. Due to difficulties with quantity, contamination, and isolation of substances MD is well suited for studying the lubrication properties of synovial fluid.
While examination of a fluid film utilize conventional computational fluid dynamics and examine properties such as viscosity, boundary lubrication is more generally suited to molecular
dynamics. The full scale of a fluid film is beyond currently available computing power; however, relevant domain sizes can be examined for
boundary lubrication. Additionally, as the surface chemistry and molecular interactions become
critical to the behavior of lubricant, full realization of the molecular structure is an important
supplement to the bulk properties of the fluid.

Coarse Graining
Coarse grain molecular dynamics (CGMD) provides two primary advantages over standard atomistic simulation. First, longer time steps can be
used for the simulation since some of the micro
interactions have been smoothed. Second, coarse
graining reduces the number of bodies to compute. Due to limited computing power as well as
desire to simulate larger domains, coarse graining
has become a standard practice. Several different
8

schemes exist developed from physical chemistry
and parameter matching. For each model, certain elements are preserved from atomistic and
experimental result while others suffer.
Two phospholipid coarse graining schemes are
considered: the MARTINI force field and the
ELBA (ELectrostatics BAsed) potential.[61][62]
Both schemes were developed for coarse grain
simulation of lipid bilayers. The MARTINI force
field has be used extensively within the Gromacs
solver as a simple coarse graining solution. This
coarse graining scheme was implemented for previous studies of multilamellar structures under
anisotropic compression(unpublished data Dubief,
Cowley). Both schemes group atoms as larger
Lennard-Jones beads with several molecules per
bead. In the ELBA forcefield, the 138 atoms
composing a dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC)
molecule are reduced to 15 coarse grain sites.
The MARTINI forcefield is developed from systematic parametrization based on thermodynamic
data and reinforced with experimental partitioning data. This modelling focus is the fluid phase
of lipid bilayers.[61] ELBA is based on the explicit representation of electrostatic based potentials and replication of a specific dielectric constant. Also important during development was
the use of the standard Lorentz-Berthhelot mixing formulae utilized for atomistic simulation as
follows:
σi + σj
√
 = h i j
(2)
σ=
2
for defining interactions between LJ-bead i and
j with a scaling factor h.[62]
The ELBA force field offers several advantages over MARTINI or other schemes. One important difference between these two potentials
is the treatment of water molecules. MARTINI
groups four water molecules as a single LJ bead.
ELBA treats each molecule as a LJ bead. Although either potential serves certain purposes,
the more refined beads utilized for the ELBA potential provide additional information regarding
permittivity of lipid membranes.
ELBA also offers possibilities for working in
multiscale or dual-resolution domains. The pa9

rameters and mixing rule in the ELBA force field
allows for simultaneous use of atomistic regimes
and coarse grain regimes. This increases flexibility as study is not limited to those molecules
previously evaluated with regard to the coarse
graining scheme. In this manner, addition of
cations or other non-electrolytes among phospholipids is possible in ELBA. Adding these particles using the MARTINI forcefield is considerably more difficult as a new coarse grain bead
would be required. Interaction parameters must
be determined from previous data or experimental results.
Another important advantage of ELBA is the
accurate lipid dynamics.[62] With most coarse
graining schemes, parameters such as the mean
squared displacement and lateral diffusion are altered. Due to these changes the simulation time
step must be carefully evaluated in schemes such
as Martini.[61] Atomistic simulation and comparison is often necessary in order to evaluate the
differences in time scale due the nature fo the
coarse graining scheme.
Solvers
Although a multitude of many body solvers and
programs have been developed for use with molecular dynamics, two common programs were utilized: Gromacs and LAMMPS.
Gromacs (GROnigen MAchine for Chemical
Simulation) was initially developed for molecular study of proteins and other biological models. Expansion into other regimes has occurred
due to the high level of computational optimization and forcefield flexibility added to the initial
solver.
LAMMPS is the Large Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator. Developed by Sandia
National Lab this program provides significantly
more flexibility relative to Gromacs. Due to the
nature of the program for general study rather
than the focus on biological molecules, important features for engineering studies are added.
For instance, while basic stress states are relatively easy to replicate in both solver, LAMMPS

provides considerably more advance possibilities.
Both solvers operate on similar essential principles yet provide different levels of optimization
and flexibility. Ideally using the different solvers
with identical parameters would produce similar
results.

where P0 is the force amplitude, H is the surface
spacing, and λ is the decay length.
In experimental studies, bilayers are often examined through monolayer vesicles subjected to
known stresses. Osmotic swelling is often used
to develop tension. This allows determination of
the area compressibility modulus and the bending modulus.[63] Methods using atomic force miBilayer Properties
croscopy (AFM) have taken place more recently.
Lipid bilayers have been the subject of a vast Reliable parameters are difficult to evaluate due
numbers of studies both experimentally and com- to the confounding effect from smoothing of memputationally due to their importance in cell mem- brane undulations.
branes. However, the critical properties for membranes differ significantly from those that are considered important for the boundary lubrication Methods
found in synovial joints. Thus new parameters
and methods of determining these parameters are Elastic behavior of multilamellar structure is studied through coarse grain molecular dynamics. Sevnecessary.
Typical evaluation of lipid bilayers includes eral different hydration levels are considered. Dothe electrostatic potential, the electron density, main area is taken to be a small slice of the multiand lateral pressure profiles. Additionally pa- lamellar structure lining the articular cartilage of
rameters considered are the area compressibil- synovial joints. As such a three dimensional peity modulus, bending modulus, permittivity, and riodic boundary is instituted for all simulations
lateral diffusion. These properties can be eval- in order to simulate the larger structure and muluated both through experimental methods with tiple layers. This small domain is assumed to be
varying degrees of accuracy and through com- distant from cartilage surface as no artificial surputational study. Typical evaluation of coarse face is created in the simulation. Elastic behavgraining schemes and forcefields considers differ- iors of this structure are characterized through
ences in these characteristics in order to isolate increasing anisotropic compression. Key parameters varied between studies include the number
limitations and benefits of the model.
In relation to synovial fluid many of these pa- of lipids and the hydration level or number of
rameters provide inadequate information as they water molecules per lipid. Important characterdo not take into account important properties istics for evaluation include the area per lipid as
and differences. One of these key parameters is well as the final rupture pressure.
Using NPT coarse grain molecular dynamics
the hydration level (Eq. 3).
in the Gromacs and LAMMPS solvers, the behavior of oligalamellar structures is investigated.
Number of water molecules
(3) Preliminary investigation is conducted in Groh=
Number of lipids
macs using the MARTINI force field and coarse
Based on the level of hydration different types graining scheme. In a three dimensional periof interactions occurs. This is especially impor- odic domain, a hydrated membrane is subject
tant for low hydration levels due to the effect of to controlled anisotropic compression using Nosehydration forces (Eq. 4) when surface spacing is Hoover thermostat at 310K (body temperature).
small. Hydration force can be expressed as
A semi-anisotropic Parrinello-Rahman barostat
is maintain directions parallel to the membrane
H
P = P0 e − λ
(4) at atmospheric pressure (P = 0.1MPa) while ink
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creasing pressures are applied to the perpendicular direction (P⊥ ) with steps of 1MPa initially
and 2MPa when the pressure is above 10MPa. A
time step of 40fs is used. The symmetric pressure
tensor can be expressed as

The coarse grain water beads are placed above
and below the bilayer construct. Desired hydration levels are achieved by porous deletion of water beads or addition of water beads outside of
bilayer. During addition of beads randomized
dipole orientations are used. The initial domain
N
N
P
P
is set as square in the x and y directions with
mk vki vkj
rki fkj
PIJ = k
+ k
(5) size dependent on the number of phospholipids.
V
V
For initial equilibration the periodic z boundwhere the first term use kinetic energy tensor and ary is set to give each water bead approximately
0.03nm3 .
the second use the virial tensor.
Several differences can be noted between the
Input arrangements consist of coarse grain
models of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) two models. Attempts were made to preserve the
arranged in a bilayer. Coarse grain water beads conditions between each model but some concesare placed above and below the bilayer construct. sions were required. The choice of phospholipid
Hydration levels of h = 16, 32, 64, 128, 512 (Eq. was based on studies indicating DPPC as the
prevalent phosphocholine in synovial fluid. How3) are considered
Later investigation is conducted in LAMMPS ever, ELBA was explicitly parametrized using
using the ELBA potentials and coarse graining DOPC. Thus using DOPC provided easier comscheme. In a three dimensional periodic domain, parison with pas models to verify proper applicaa hydrated membrane is subject to controlled tion of the model. The differences between these
anisotropic compression using Langevin thermo- two molecules is in the chains. DPPC is comstat at 303K. The damping time scale is set as posed of two palmitoyl fatty acids with carbon
τT = 0.1ps for initial NVT equilibration. Input chain length of 16 (C16 ). DPPC is a saturated
structures equilibrate prior to application of a phospholipid as no double bonds are present in
barostat for 0.5ps. Upon barostat application, the carbon chains to alter the curve. DOPC
a semi-anisotropic Berendsen barostat maintains chains consist of two oleoyl fatty acids. The cardirections parallel to the membrane at atmospheric bon chain is of length 18 (C18 ) and is unsaturated
pressure (Pk = 0.1MPa) while increasing pres- due to the presence of a double bond on he carsures are applied to the perpendicular direction bon chain.
Additionally, different time steps, tempera(P⊥ ). The parallel directions are not coupled.
tures,
thermostats, and barostats were utilized.
The pressure damping time scale and thermostat damping time scale are set to τP = 0.5ps The 40fs simulation for Gromacs was pushing the
and τT = 1.0ps respectively. The simulation maximum. Thus for ELBA simulation a more
time step is 10fs. Simulations are conducted for conservative time step of 10fs is required. The
20ns at each pressure with maximum pressure choice of thermostats and barostats was based
increases of 1.0MPa. Pressure is increased un- application of simple first order constraints in
til obvious rupture and destruction of the oligo- order to provide effects without significantly inlamellar structure. The compressibility was set creasing computational time. Additionally, limat β = 4.6 × 10−4 MPa−1 . Hydration levels of ited differences were seen between Berendsen and
h = 16 and h = 32 (Eq. 3) are considered. Ad- Parrinello-Rahman barostats for the simulation
ditionally, different size domains are considered conditions.[64] Temperature choice was chosen
based on early simulations which displayed greater
with either 128 or 512 phospholipids.
Input arrangements for LAMMPS simulation lateral diffusion and permittivity. Thus a lower
consist of hydrated dioleoylphosphatidylcholine temperature was utilized in order to attempt to
(DOPC) lipids arranged in a bilayer.(Figure 5) stabilize the membrane.
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Data was collected as full coordinate and dipole
Table 1: Bilayer parameter comparison. Bradumps every 0.1ns. In addition more frequent
hams simulation was used for development of the
logging occurred dimensional values, surface tenELBA coarse graining scheme.[62] Experimension, mean squared displacement. Profiles were
tal data is from [66][67][68][69][70][71]. Bilayer
generated for numerical density, electron density,
thickness calculated differently for LAMMPS
electrical potential, lateral pressure, and radial
simulation.
distribution function every 20ns when the pres- Hyd:#Lip
A0 (Å2 )
V0 (nm3 )
Lbl (Å)
Solver
sure was increased.
16 : 128
67.60
1.260
28.85
Visual Molecular Dynamics is utilized for viLammps
±0.872
±0.0019
±0.420
16 : 512
67.28
1.261
28.98
sualization purposes.[65]
Lammps
±0.411
±0.0097
±0.223
32 : 128
Lammps
32 : 512
Lammps
Gromacs
Brahms
Exp.

65.94
±0.80
67.04
±0.312
60.75
71.95 − 72.82
67.4 − 72.5

1.260
±0.0021
1.260
±0.0094
1.300 − 1.302
1.292 − 1.303

23.62
±0.617
29.03
±0.198
44.4
32.58 − 34.78
35.3 − 37.1

buildup is evaluated with further results regarding the rupture pressure and its relation to hydration level. Additionally elasticity relationships,
undulations, peristaltic fluctuations and model
comparisons are evaluated.

Model Verification

Figure 5:
Wrapped input arrangement
for 128 DOPC lipids and hydration of 32
waters/lipid.[65] Water shown in blue. Lipids
shown as licorice bonds. Coarse grain beads are
as follows: purple - choline, yellow - phosphate,
green - ester, lime - glycerol, and gray - tail.

Results
Model verification relative to previous studies and
experimental data is an important consideration
for any molecular dynamic simulation and even
more so with a coarse grain scheme implemented.
This verification provides a reality check and confirms proper application of the model prior to developing relationships from this scheme. Following model verification, the anisotropic pressure

Initial LAMMPS simulations conducted at P⊥ =
Pk = 0.1MPa were compared with previous ElBA
studies, Gromacs studies utilizing the MARTINI
force field, and some experimental data in order to briefly verify proper application of the
ELBA model to the DOPC bilayer. Values compared include area per lipid (Ao ), volume per
lipid (Vo ), and bilayer thickness (Lbl ) (Table 1).
Bilayer thickness is computed from the average
glycerol z location rather than the head group
due to initial higher water permittivity in early
simulations. This problem was corrected but the
recorded data remained.
As seen in Table 1 dimensional parameters
show reasonable reproduction of experimental values. In contrast to previous ELBA simulations[62],
area and volume per lipid are seen to be on the
low range of experimental values. Additionally
Gromacs simulations at atmospheric pressure are
seen to display area per lipid significantly less
that either ELBA simulations using LAMMPS or
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previous simulations or experimental data. The
area per lipid is much more closely replicated
for the ELBA forcefield. Although bilayer thickness was evaluated differently between the several models, on can see from figure 6, that bilayer
thickness also is correctly reproduced.
Another important note of this model verification is the correlation of values between simulation size. For both hydration levels considered
the extracted dimensional parameters are reproduced relatively closely. This is especially true
for the hydration level of 16. For all three noted
parameters, values are within one standard deviation. The simulations conducted at hydration
of 32 show similar results although slightly larger
differences are present. All dimensional evaluation shows consistency for area per lipid under
decoupled atmospheric compression.

Figure 6: Numerical density profile at P⊥ =
0.1MPa at h = 32 and 128 lipids.

electrostatic potential profile shows some similar characteristics but also significant differences
relative to ELBA and atomistic simulation. Relative to atomistic simulations, the electrostatic
potential displays strong dependence on the dipole
of the ester coarse grain bead. This was also seen
in previous ELBA simulations and attributed to
the weaker orientation effects with respect to water. Atomistic simulation show electrostatic potential dominated by the contribution from the
dipoles of water molecules.[62] The electrostatic
potential was calculated as

 z0
Z
Zz
1
dz 0  ρ(z 00 )dz 00 − µz (x0 ) (6)
Ψ(z) = −
0
0

0

where 0 is the permittivity of free space, ρ is
the charge density, and µz is the z-projection
of the sum of point dipoles. Relative to ELBA
simulations, calculated in the same manner, the
LAMMPS data shows considerably different electrostatic potential due to the water dipole. The
ELBA simulations show a positive electrostatic
potential attributed to water in the headgroup
region. This causes the overall electrostatic potential to remain above the headgroup charge potential throughout the z profile. Differences in
these results may be attributable to the electrostatic potential calculation method. Slices along
the xy plane were taken with little regard to the
undulations of the membrane. Thus for larger
systems in which undulations are present, such
as the simulations with 512 lipids, this may result in inaccuracies.
Overall model verification has indicated that
some errors are present relative to atomistic simulation and experimental results; however, the
general parameters have been successfully reproduced. Confirmation of reproduction and knowledge of potential error sources must be considered when building up pressure.

Model validity can also be evaluated through
comparison of the electron density profile shown
in figure 7 and the electrostatic potential profile shown in figure 8. Although previous ELBA
simulations show some differences relative to experimental data for the electron density[62], the
overall magnitude and shape of the curve is similar. This total electron density profile is reproduced with relative accuracy with some errors in
Pressure Increase
the overall magnitude in at the headgroups and
the center of the bilayer. Theses results confirm In order to allow for settling after each presprevious limitations of the ELBA force field. The sure increase shock, parameters were evaluated
13

Figure 7: Electron density profile at P⊥
0.1MPa with h = 32 and 128 lipids.

for the last 10ns of the 20ns pressure hold. As
seen through the evaluation of rupture, ideally
each pressure should be held for a longer time to
allow settling or rupture before adding another
shock to the system. However, 20ns was deemed
adequate in order to allow for faster computation and more simulation runs. Numerical density, electron density, and electrostatic potential
profiles were calculated at each pressure hold. In
addition, center of mass, domain dimensions, and
bilayer thickness were recorded.
As seen in figure 9, the radial distribution
function can be seen to be increasing for greater
pressure. This function was calculated for the
= glycol group, located at the head tail junction,
and water molecules. General trends show increasing likelihood of water within close proximity of the glycol group.

Figure 9: Radial distribution function for increasing pressure at h = 32 and 128 lipids.
Additionally numerical density profiles indicate changes as the pressure is increased. Comparing the graphs in figure 10, three items stand
out. The first is the total numerical density no
longer decreases in the center of the bilayer. This
Figure 8: Electrostatic potential profile at P⊥ = can be directly attributed to the pressure increase
0.1MPa, h = 32, and 512 lipids.
causing a more closely packed arrangement. The
second change is the greater presence of tail beads
interspersed within the glycol and ester groups.
The third noticeable change is the greater presence of water in the head groups and early tail.
All of these attributes can be explained through
14

closer packing of the structure as a response to greater instability. It takes about 2ns from the
the increased pressure.
initial pore development until lipid headgroups
are reorientated to define the pore boundaries.
The pore then remains relatively stable for the
remaining 3.5ns before the following pressure increase to P⊥ = 27MPa. The increase in pressure further destabilizes the water pore. Instead
of the constant size that was maintained for the
length end of the lower pressure, the water pore
Figure 10: Numerical density profiles at P⊥ = rapidly increases in size. This pore expansion
10MPa and P⊥ = 24MPa with h = 32 and 128 results in the reorientation of lipids in the surrounding region creating pockets of lipids. This
lipids.
effect propagates through the entire domain. Another 7ns are required for the full reorientation
of the phospholipids and the division of the xy
Describing Rupture
plane into water pockets lined by lipid headgroups.
Rupture of the multilamellar structure at high Also during the full rupture the water pockets
pressure can be seen in several factors. The most freeze. Full rupture takes approximately 14ns.
Due to the close-packing nature of a hexagoeasily noticed is the drastic transition in the organization of the domain. Through full coordinate nal lattice (Figure 12), we can describe the area
visualization over time it can be seen the that per lipid as the hexagonal region surrounding the
domain shifts from a compressed lamellar struc- lipid head. This allows characterization of bilayer
ture. This shift is typically indicated first in a rupture as a significant increase in area per lipid.
small region with lipid tails changing orientation Gromacs data and LAMMPS visualizations indifrom along the z axis to in the xy plane. This cate that rupture occurs when the area per lipid
affect pushes water molecules into the previously increases by approximately Ac = 0.5nm2 . For
hydrophobic region of the bilayer structure and area per lipid beyond this values, the physics of
causes additional breakdown. Within a few pi- the bilayer are significantly altered. This critical
coseconds the entire domain of lipids has shifted area is recognized as a critical parameter in which
orientation. This breakdown is also characterized the packing is no longer tight enough to prevent
by a significant increase in area per lipid. Numer- penetration by water molecules. This designaical density, electron density, electrical potential, tion does not perfectly described exactly when
and lateral pressure profiles along the z axis also the bilayer will rupture, but is within the range
and demonstrates potential for bilayer rupture.
show significant changes.
Based on the behavior of the bilayer, we can
As a more concrete demonstration of the lipid
rupture procedure we can examine the 128 lipid define a critical rupture pressure Pc as the pressimulation a hydration of 16. As full coordinate sure when
A = A0 + Ac
(7)
dumps were taken ever 0.1ns our evaluation proceeds on that time scale. The initial development where A is the area per lipid, A is the critical
c
is characterized by the formation of a penetration area per lipid as previously defined, and A is
0
of the lipid bilayer by water molecules. Under area per lipid at P = P = 0.1MPa.
⊥
k
lower pressures or atmospheric conditions, these
water molecules would be rapidly removed from
the bilayer due to the hydrophobic nature of the Effect of Hydration
tails. However, under the considerably higher Hydration has been seen to have a significant efpressure of P⊥ = 26MPa the system possesses far fect on the rupture pressure of the multilamellar
15

structure. Using Gromacs simulation the relation


h
Pc = P0 / 1 +
(8)
hλ
was developed where P0 = 40MPa and hλ = 26
are parameters tailored to fit the curve. Theoretically these parameters are explained as the
hydration pressure and the critical hydration for
the onset of hydration forces. Utilizing these parameters provides a close match for relating critical pressure at low hydration but shows greater
error for higher values. Further tailoring of this
relationship and theoretical backing is necessary.
Additional simulations at higher levels of hydration should also be conducted in LAMMPS
in order to verify this relationship between critical pressure and hydration. Simulations with hydration of 32 ruptured at a higher perpendicular
pressure than previously simulation in Gromacs.
While this result is not conclusive, it does provide some suggestion that further refinement of
the relationship is required.(Figure 13) The differences in phospholipids (DPPC v. DOPC) and
Figure 11: Images displaying rupture process. temperature may also explain some of these difFrom top left to bottom right shows the initial ferences.
pore development, a stable water pore, pore expansion, rearrangement of the head groups, full
rearrangement, and further flattening. Pressure
increase occurs between the second and third images. Images are looking at xy plane. While
bilayer is still intact water molecules are shown
between lipids.

Figure 13: Hydration v. Pressure for Gromacs
and Lammps simulations. Developed curve for
relation shown in green.

Undulation and Peristaltic Oscilla-

Figure 12: Hexagonal packing structure illustion
trated (left) and illustration of continuum force
balance.
Lipid bilayers in simulation display both undulations and peristaltic fluctuations. Undulations
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can be measured through the location of the center of mass of the bilayer. Peristaltic oscillations
are measured through bilayer thickness fluctuations. Continuum models suggest behaviors of
the spectral density function for both of these
parameters.
However, both undulations and peristaltic fluctuations are highly dependent on the size of the
domain. Smaller domains such as those with
128 lipids, preserve artifacts across the periodic
boundary conditions and unnaturally smooth the
undulations. Some fluctuations may occur but
these are also limited. Due to this nature and
the limited size of the simulation domain, full
analysis of the fluctuations was not conducted.

Table 2: Least squares regression parameters
for elasticity regimes using LAMMPS simulation
data.
Hydration
h = 16
h = 32
h = 16
h = 32

Regime
1
1
2
2

Equation
A = 0.6143Π − 0.0043
A∗ = 0.6809Π + 0.0041
A∗ = 1.3452Π − 0.345
A∗ = 1.3535Π − 0.3317
∗

r2
0.4447
0.6520
0.6856
0.7739

hydration levels. We can normalize this data using the critical pressure previous defined to get
Π=

P⊥ − Pk
Pc − Pk

(11)

Utilizing this normalization, the Gromacs data
shows two regimes of elasticity with uniform behavior across different hydration values.

Figure 14: Peristaltic oscillations in bilayer thickness measured as average distance between glycol groups at P⊥ = 0.1MPa with h = 16 and 128
lipids.

Oligolamellar Elasticity

Figure 15: Area per lipid response of bilayer to
Phospholipid membranes deform elastically un- pressure increases based on hydration. Points off
der normal stress. Utilizing a continuum model the top of the figure represent rupture.
the elastic energy should reduce to
The elastic behavior seen in figure 16 can be
1
(9) expressed in form of a piecewise function. UtilizE = k(A − A0 )2
2
ing the developed expression for critical pressure
Opposing this is the work exerted by pressure. based on the hydration level, an expression for
This system can be then placed in terms of the the area per lipid is expressed as a function of
energy balance
[k(A − A0 )/A0 ]A⊥ = (P⊥ − Pk )A⊥

(10)

As seen in figure 15 the area per lipid changes
in a relatively uniform pattern between different
17

tions, comparison with atomistic simulation, and
if possible experimental backing would be useful
to confirm these results.

Conclusion and Future Work

Figure 16: Two regimes of elasticity based on
normalized pressure data.
pressure and hydration in the form

!


1
h


1+
P⊥ − P k



3P0
hλ


!



1
P0


 for P⊥ − Pk ≤
2 1 + h/hλ
A − A0 
!
=

Ac

2
h


1+
P⊥ − P k + C



3P0
hλ


!



P0
1



 for P⊥ − Pk > 2 1 + h/hλ
(12)
where hλ and P0 are as previously defined and C
is a constant offset.
In the case of the LAMMPS simulation results, we see significantly different slope relative
to the 1/3 and 2/3 in equation 12. Full least
squared regression parameters are shown in table 2. Significant differences in slope is especially evident in regime two of the elasticity behavior. This difference suggests that the universal regimes of elasticity found in previous Gromacs simulation may be dependent on the coarse
graining model. However, some ambiguity exists in this regard due to the slightly different
configurations of the simulations. More simula-

The transition from Gromacs to LAMMPS for
modelling multilamellar structures shows some
similar results and some differences relative to
previous work. The effect of hydration on rupture pressure has been confirmed for low hydration levels. Higher hydration was not considered due to limited computational time and relevance to synovial fluid lubrication. When acting as a boundary lubricant, surface active phospholipids are assumed to be hydrated less than
h = 128M(Eq. 3). Additionally, the existence of
two regimes of elasticity is indicated again. However, the evaluation of the exact relations will
require further study. LAMMPS studies showed
different slopes than those derived from Gromacs
simulation.
While these represent important considerations for the development of continuum models
for multilamellar structures, the true importance
of these results lays in the future potential of the
model. The multilamellar structure has been effectively transitioned to LAMMPS and provided
similar results. Further study can now consider
different configurations and variables with relative ease. Among the parameters that warrant
additional attention are the type of phospholipids
and the temperature.
Expanding the domain in several different manners may also show interesting behaviors. The
rupture behavior of a single bilayer made into a
multilamellar structure through periodic boundary conditions may be different that a true multilamellar structure. Examination of a larger domain via replication in the z direction could provide this result. During single bilayer rupture,
changes in orientation of the phospholipids are
seen. Larger domains may show recombination
of multiple bilayer into a single layer or indicate
rupture of only a single layer.
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This basic setup could be easily adjusted to firmation. Through building up by computation
more complex non-equilibrium molecular dynam- and narrowing in through experiment, a full unics through the addition of external forcing. Shear- derstanding of lubrication of synovial joints can
ing the bilayer structure would provide additional eventually be reached. With full understanding,
details seen in synovial joints that is not cur- new areas of study may open in joint disease
rently replicated in simulation. This would re- treatment, prosthetics, and synthetic lubricants.
quire definition of a triclinic domain from the current system but could be accommodated within
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